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This year marks the 20th anniversary of the Securities Code, which replaced the 

Securities Market Code, introduced in 1991. 

More than 10 years after the beginning of the global financial crisis, the seismic changes 

that the crisis has produced in financial regulation are now clear. This, however, is also 

the result of a long development, and emerged from several turbulent periods of financial 

disruption, reformation and renewal of thought. 

The Sapateiro Law, published in 1991, created the CMVM and responded to a pressing 

need to regulate a market that was floundered in the previous 20 years by periods of 

euphoria intermingled by other periods of strong turbulence, such as the market 

shutdown in 1974 and the stock exchange crash in October 1987 and serious economic 

consequences, also determined by the absence of strong regulation capable of 

promoting and protecting the market and investors. By choosing structuring principles 

such as 'privatization', 'degovernmentalisation' and 'liberalization', this Law has, following 

the accession to the EEC, completed the integration of markets, providing instruments 

and structures adjusted to the European model and ensuring the viability of the 

Portuguese market. 

The claimed self-sufficiency of this Code determined its initial success, but also its 

greatest weakness, reflected in lack of flexibility and adaptability to evolution and 

innovation. 

In 1999, the Sapateiro Law was replaced by the Securities Code, which is still in force 

today, aiming at modernising the securities system and under the assumption, stated in 

its preamble, that 'although the law alone does not have the possibility of transforming 

markets, it can be an opportunity to stimulate economic agents'. It is worth noting that 

even this Code had already clearly addressed the main objectives of simplifying, 

flexibilising, modernising and internationalising. 
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There were several developments promoted by the new Code in 1999. The introduction 

of the concept of a public company, the establishment of a dual attributable voting 

system, the option of a functional and non-genetic qualification of offers or the 

introduction of material connections in administrative infraction proceeding, are 

examples of the major changes introduced. 

After 20 years and 40 legislative changes, the Securities Code reveals the correctness 

of the choices made: the enormous elasticity granted to it has during these 20 years, 

allowed for the absorbency of trends, the capture of innovation, the response to the 

challenges during several economic moments and the survival of the financial crisis, 

remaining as a solid support of the activity and supervision of the market. 

In Thomas Shadwell's famous 17th-century comedy 'The Virtuoso' - a satire on 

contemporary science - a scientist is found imitating the movements of a frog hoping to 

learn how to swim, while saying ‘I content myself with the speculative part of swimming; 

I care not for the practick'. 

Financial regulation, however, plunges its roots into the practical, and no theoretical 

swimmer can survive in this context. There is an entire practical experience accumulated 

by market players and by the regulator that today imposes significant adjustments in the 

regulation of markets. 

There are many very profound changes taking place. Financial innovation, Fintech 

phenomena, the exponential volume of European regulation produced during and after 

the crisis, the imminence of an EU 27; but also, the progress of the intellectual debate 

itself, from the traditional framework of neoclassical economic theory to other 

perspectives such as systems theory, governance theories and behavioural finance. And 

even more importantly, the transformation of the regulatory debate, starting from the 

classic framework exclusively financial to a social and political dimension that currently 

ineradicably records regulatory policy and the regulator's own role. 

In this sense, fulfilling our mission to protect investors and contributing towards the 

development of the market, is an inseparable exercise of its social dimension. In other 

words, we are at society’s service. And it is this idea of service that presides over all that 

we are and do, and that gives us legitimacy, but also purpose. 

Strategy and action at the service of a society with fairer and more transparent markets, 

rendered in creating work and value for the country, give us the responsibility of a social 

duty that we fully take on and that structures all our action and relationship with the 

investors, the supervised entities and the community in general. 

We have chosen service as a path and goal. But we have identified some critical factors 

in this goal’s path. 

Of course, the effective exercise of our action to discipline markets and protect investors 

depends on the conditions in which we do so. Autonomy, availability of resources and 

knowledge are indispensable conditions for both. And the level of service we are able to 

provide will always be limited, when some of these elements are absent. 
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Then simple and effective regulation. As an instrument of financial stability, efficiency 

and integrity of markets and investor protection, financial regulation must be accessible, 

agile and rigorous in its forecasting and enforcement, otherwise investors will be harmed, 

the financial system undermined, and the economy will be compromised in its entirety. 

The recent financial events and other threats to investors' interests, for example by 

aggressive and inappropriate placement of risk products, clearly reveal the underlying 

problems: conflicts of interest, poor governance structures and practices - but also 

weaknesses and regulatory gaps. Not everything could have been avoided, for example, 

if the MiFID II or the PRIIP Regulation was already in force. Nonetheless everything 

would have been at least different. 

Therefore, from among our priorities, we have chosen to intervene in regulation to 

simplify, streamline and improve it. The current revision of the Securities Code, which 

plans to present a proposal to the Government by the end of the year, aims to carry out 

certain changes that in practice has shown to be essential, ensuring greater clarity, 

simplicity, consistency and predictability for economic agents and regulatory responses 

that are appropriate to a context of globalization, market openness and integration. 

A project for the overall simplification of CMVM regulation is also underway. 

Challenges are immense in the supervisory field. Financial and technological innovation, 

new business models, the complexity of trading techniques, the increasing 

interconnection between the behavioural and financial stability dimensions, the pressure 

placed on banks by the new capital requirements rules for bail-in-able product 

distribution, the adamant trend of supervisory convergence in Europe, the new 

instruments made available to us by MiFID II. Everything points to an increase in 

demand, to which we are responding with the adoption of new techniques and new 

supervisory models, based on the risk and knowledge of the supervised realities, 

ensuring that everything we do amounts to the purpose that moves us - rendering a 

service of excellence to the community. 

The CMVM itself has been transforming itself, introducing digital concepts and 

information management, among others, in its activity, in parallel with a strong 

commitment on communication, in all its dimensions, always and exclusively for the 

purpose of making available effectively all the necessary knowledge and information, 

thus contributing to investor protection and market development. 

Building on the intense experience of recent years in this area, we have also been fully 

reviewing our approach to complaints, simplifying and streamlining procedures and 

investing on reducing treatment deadlines, in addition to the unremitting effort, within the 

limitations of the various contexts, to mitigate the brutal impacts of financial events in 

recent years on investors. The 67% reduction in the number of complaints in 2018 

compared to the previous year, down to 462 complaints, a trend that continues in 2019, 

is certainly not unrelated, in addition to other factors, to our integrated effort to implement 

the new market conduct rules, the enhancement of supervision, moral suasion of 

intermediaries and the encouraging of investors for an adequate taking on of 

responsibility for the investment options. 
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A further reference to the strengthening of our sanctioning action, which results in our 

supervision, mirrored in the significant reduction in cases pending in 2018 compared to 

previous years and the progressive increase in the number of actions completed annually 

(from 27 in 2017 to 2018 in 2018) and that resulted in the highest number of 

administrative infractions since 2004. 

We are also at the service of an entire community that lack financial knowledge, by 

investing heavily in financial education - perhaps the most certain and most sustainable 

way for investor protection: since the supervisor is not ubiquitous, the knowledge and 

capacity to assess risk and adequacy by the investors themselves, as well as the ability 

to make balanced and sensible choices, are the most relevant instruments to protect 

against undue behaviour. 

But the CMVM also has in its mandate and concept of service, an objective of developing 

the market. It is with this sense in contributing to attract issuers and investors to our 

market that we have been incorporating and consolidating action models focused on 

timing, predictability, proximity and transparency, along with the thoroughness and 

demand that stand by. 

This is a paradigm shift, considering that until recently not only was a mandate for market 

development not explicitly recognised for regulators, it was even seen as conflicting with 

its investor protection duty. 

The evidence of the cross-linking of various dimensions and the evolution of the 

associated debate reveal the obvious interconnection between market development and 

investor protection, which would be affirmed in the Capital Markets Union project. 

Unprecedently, it has valued regulation for market development as an alternative source 

of corporate finance: this was and is perhaps the biggest brand of the CMU and its main 

worth - to define a new paradigm in the debate on the meaning of financial regulation. 

The mandate for market development, which we have taken on with enthusiasm at 

national level, is coupled with the convergence of supervision, ESMA's priority in the pan-

European plan to which we are actively committed. 

These commitments, in the case of the CMVM and many others, reflect the effort we 

have been making in providing regulatory instruments that deliver alternatives for 

financing through the market, and which include the examples of Securities Investment 

Companies for Fostering the Economy and the Real Estate Investment and Management 

Companies, or the loan funds and the transfer of supervisory powers on the management 

companies of the Banco de Portugal to the CMVM, that await political developments. 

In supervision, among the examples already derived from this endeavour, the option of 

disclosing, at the beginning of each year, of the supervision priorities of the CMVM, 

encouraging that the supervised entities focus on critical areas, but also allowing a clear 

message on aspects concerning the organisation and functioning that are considered of 

greater risk or contextual relevance. The significant reduction of response times and 

prospectus’ approval, whereof some are already approved in 3 days, or the authorisation 

of funds and securitisation transactions, where, in addition to reducing the times, 

significant measures of simplification of procedures were introduced. The improvement 

of service levels, including the community's methods of communicating with the CMVM, 

a new site under construction and the full revision of the legislation available on the site, 

constantly with a sense of service to the community that guides our action.  
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The ongoing revision of fees, in order to ensure greater proportionality and rationality, 

foresees for the submission of a proposal to the Government until the summer, including 

a proposal of zero rate for new issuers during the first year in the market. Openness, 

closeness, transparency, collaboration, pedagogy and humility - but also more rigorous 

in the aspects that we consider essential in the supervision of lessons learned, with a 

new focus on prudential dimensions such as entity governance and the suitability of the 

main leaders in institutions are increasingly our main concerns. 

Today we are in fact equipped with other political, regulatory and supervisory tools and 

models to meet the challenges that the present and the near future place on us as 

regulators in a rapidly evolving social framework. All the reflection that has been 

necessary for these challenges already allows for some conclusions. 

• The inevitability of innovation and the integration of sustainability as a survival factor, 

and the need to empower ourselves in order to be able to handle them. 

• The importance of working and contributing to a cohesive and converging Europe, 

under pain of Europe's disintegration and irrelevance vis-à-vis other political and 

economic powers. 

• The imperative of distributing responsibilities for market conduct. 

• The conclusion that a major part of the disasters in our market were caused by 

behavioural or governance factors. Serious conflicts of interest, agency problems, weak 

governance structures and practices, disregard for elementary duties of financial 

intermediation - in short, a systematic alienation by some economic agents as to values 

and ethical considerations. 

• The certainty, painfully evident from the crisis, that European economic and financial 

growth and resilience depend crucially on our ability to develop more robust and 

balanced markets, with greater risk-sharing and shock absorption capacity, thereby 

offering security and confidence to citizens. 

In this context, it is crucial to uphold the highest standards. This means demanding that 

regulation and supervision does not fall into a routine, inertia and acquired habits. But 

also, demanding that other interested parties – supervised entities, investors, 

academies, media - don’t fall for simple analysis, in the mere defence of private interests, 

or the will to punish. Regulation has costs. But it is also an important asset when it 

generates quality and security. We must all be watchful both supervision and the rest, 

so that this is always its effect. This is what we strive for at the CMVM. We are counting 

on the general public’s demand. 

CMVM, at your service. 

 

 

 

 

 


